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Statewide political caucuses tonight
By Judy Koski
If you care what happens now,
caucus first, then vote.
Tonight at 8:00 p.m. Minneosta
citizens will caucus to discuss
candidates to put on the ballot for
the 1972 elections. The Democratic-Farmer-Labor Party and the
Republican Party will hold separate caucuses in every precinct in the state. In order to
find out which Winona precinctyou
are in, check the city map posted
in the Smog outside of the Student
Senate Office.

Any person who is 18 years or
older by November 7, 1972, is a
United States citizen, and a resident of a precinct for at least
30 days is eligible to participate
in the caucus. Such person need
not be a registered voter at the
time of the caucus. To participate, a person must sign the "caucus call," which indicates that the
person will probably vote for a

majority of that party's candidates
in the next election.

DFL'S ORDER OF BUSINESS
At the DFL caucus the first order of business is the signing of
the caucus call by all persons
wishing to vote. Next, a permanent caucus chairman, precinct chairman and two election
judges are nominated and elected.
Nominations for delegates and alternates must remain open until
8:30 p.m. and balloting must remain open until at least 9:00 p.m.
to give latecomers a chance to
participate. Resolutions on issues
and candidates for District, State,

and National Officers are adopted.
The DFL Central Committee
has adopted a voting procedure
for caucuses and county conventions called "limited voting." Each
person at a caucus may cast one
ballot for every two delegates to
be elected. When the total number
of delegates to be elected is not
divisible by two, each person may
vote for one additional delegate.
All voting for delegates and alternates is done by secret ballot.

GOP ORDER OF BUSINESS
At the GOP caucus a temporary secretary is appointed. All
persons wishing to vote must sign

the caucus call which is followed
by the election of a caucus chairman and secretary. Permanent
precinct officers who are responsible for party activity for two
years are nominated and elected.
They will represent the precinct
on the county committee for the
next two years. Delegates and al(Continued on page 2)

Here we go again

Candidates vie for senatorial seats
Sayre examines
activity fees

Harness calls senate
`an appeasement body'

Ever since the terminology "Student Activity Fund" was coined, it has been a subject of controversy. This is ahealthy sign
since it stimulates thinking. No system or
function is perfect, but if we continue to
seek methods for improvement then we are
making progress to that ultimate goal.
Certain basics must be recognized concerning a Student Activity Fund ... either
we have it or we don't have it. If the latter is the will of the majority then we
should close the subject here and now.
However, if we are to have a Student Activity Fund then it must be one that everybody supports. It cannot be an "elective"!
To relegate it to this category is to defeat
it from the offset.

"Although the Student Senate has no formal authority, it can develop authority
for the students, with strong support and only with that support." President
Tim Penny.
Some students may have at least three years of living in the atmosphere at
Winona State College. So we MUST work collectively as a bargaining group to
bring about changes such as OUR new president's "Twelve Point Plan".
For too damm long this college has thought of students as organic waste
material that must be stamped out on a factory production line.
They gave us a vote and plastic Student
Senate, knowing full well that it was all a
joking appeasement!

DORIAN COLVIN

Lindroth shoots for senior senator
To the Students:

STEVE LINDROTH

CLAUDIA SAYRE
To emphasize this point in a very basic
way, every wife has (or should have) a
budget on which to run her home. She depends on the income of her husband to meet
this budget. But what if hubby should come
home some day and say: "I've decided that
I'm not going to give you any money this pay
day for your budget. I'm going to spend it
on myself." You can imagine the consequences.
The expenditures from a Student Activity
fund are based on the CONTEMPLATED
income. If support of it were based on personal whims then it would be like a rubber
ball and have no basis for dependability.
In addition, it would create a group of "free
loaders" letting "Charlie carry the load"!
With a Student Activity Fee the question
then arises: "How is the money to be
spent?" Student voice in this should not be
left up to a multiple choice selection at the
time the fee is paid. Here. again, we have
poor budgeting. Under this system. one
facet easily ends up with a great deal more
money than it actually needs while another
(Continued on page 3)

BRUCE STEGE

Regarding last week's election, I would like to publicly congratulate Tim Penny and urge all of the candidates who lost,
to work with Tim fcir the general betterment of Winona State
College.
I would also like to take this opportunity to announce my
candidacy for senior class senator.
I submitted my platform to the Winonan two weeks ago so
I will not reiterate it at this time.
In closing, as Vice President of this past year's senate, I
would like to thank President Steve Allbee for his work on the
senate this past year.
Sincerely,
STEVE LINDROTH

DuFresne explains actions
in CDC representation
(Ed. note - President DuFresne was recently asked by the Winonan to give his
thoughts and to clarify his actions regarding the membership of the Constitutional
Drafting Committee. The following is his
response.)

by President Dui; resne
Questions have been raised orally and in
print relative to the membership of the
Constitution Drafting Committee, with
special reference to my own appointments
to that group. The following is offered by
way of explanation,
1. It is generally understood that representation on the committee was to have included the college president or his designee. the faculty. the student body. and the
classified civil service. Four individuals
from the faculty were to be elected by the
Faculty Senate, and four individuals to represent the students were to be elected

by the Student Senate. In addition, three
people were to be appointed to correct
inequities which might appear on the committee due to the election process. The
President was to be chairman of the committee if he so desired.
2.
In the forming of our committee,
the Student Senate and the acuity Senate
each elected four people. in both cases
these people were entirely satisfactory
so the only thing remaining was to judge
how well the committee represented the
college as a whole. It appeared to me
that some groups obviously did not fare
too well in terms of representation following the election.
a.
Women--there were only two elected from both the faculty and student
groups.
b. The civil liberties point of view-(Continued on page 3)

I3HAI)Y HARNESS

To my manner of conception that's pure
bull! Thus, it is time we let them realize
we demand to be an active voice and force
in both the policies of administrative and
academic affairs.
Why should the Student Senate remain an
appeasement body? It should not and it is
up to US, as members of this College Community, to quit sitting idly by and listening
to the dogmatic dictates of a barbaric administrative system.
Why, hell, if the Congress of these United
States and all fifty states think our younger
brothers and sisters are MATURE enough
to help make decisions on a national level
at eighteen years, then it's about time WSC
got a good kick in the ass, so that it would
leave the 1940's and join the rest of the
world in the 1970's.
There is but one way to give the college
that kick for progress. That is by electing
people you feel will stand up for YOU on
issues and demand to he heard. It is
through your elected representatives that
this college shall "join the 70's"!
Your vote for me is a demand to be
heard and an end to the back patting ap-

peasements of those administrative fallacies!
BRADY C. HARNESS
Sophomore Candidate
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McCarthy
Speaks Here
McCarthy, in his appearance on
campus last Tuesday, spoke to a
crowd of over 1200 in the packed Somsen auditorium. He spoke
about Vietnam, poverty, and our
individual freedom. A question
and answer period followed in
which the poet from the University of Maryland attempted to answer questions from the audience.
(Staff photos by Mike Abitz)

Dem. candidate speaks to students
By Connie Davis
Eugene McCarthy, in a bid for the
Democratic presidential nod, was
on campus last Tuesday to speak
to a crowd of over 1200 in Somsen Auditorium. Like a true politician, he was an hour late.
After listening to folk singer
Mike Campbell from Bemidji State,
observing the vigorous campaigning for student senate president
and watching the miniskirted Mc
Carthy volunteer place signs on the
stage, the former Senator finally
put in an appearance.
He spoke of the progress that
has been made in the politics of
the country-from the first president and vice president to Richard Nixon and Spiro Agnew. "A
considerable leap forward," is how
he termed it. He went on to say,
"I don't know if our nation can
stand many more decades of this
progress."

Our current involvement in Vietnam is the result of two strains
of thought. One was the result of
John Foster Dulles. He thought
that somehow America had the
commitment to govern any nation
that was about to be taken over
by Communism. As a result he
entered into a number of allliances
all over the world such as NATO
and SEATO. As a further result
of these alliances, military
strength had to increase because
these contracts had moral and
legal obligations.
The second thought behind our
Vietnam involvement was formulated by McNamara. If a nation
spent the proper message saying
that they were being taken over
by communism, then the United
States would intervene. He went
on to cite the example of Pakistan
who was armed by the United States
so that they would let the others

Wilkinson's Men's Wear
121 West Third
Your Campus Fashion Headquarters

The IF Store
IF you want
FASHION * STYLE
SERVICE * QUALITY
Shop

Wilkinson's

Always distinctively ,differen t

At the Bookitore
•

Special Clothing Rummage Sale
on sweatshirts and t-shirts!
Were $4.95, reduced to $2.00

•

Poster Prints--values to $2.00
now reduced to 25C each.

•

Campus Kit super boxes. $5.00,
value now only 99C.

•

See special display on used
books priced from 25C to $3.00
Crest toothpaste only 10C each.

•

Just arrived, new jigsaw puzzles.
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be taken over by communism. The and the poor, to minimize religious
only time that the Pakistanis have differences, and to eliminate disused their arms have been against crimination and injustice. He went
their own or against India.
on to add that if Nixon does not
McCarthy went on to speak about enforce the Supreme Court nilpoverty in the U.S. and termed the
current programs as "workfare
programs, not welfare programs."
He said that there are 25 million
(Continued from page 1)
poor in the U.S., 12 million on
relief rolls, and 6 million unem- ternates to Ward-Village and
ployed, and President Nixon vetoed County conventions for the next
the Day Care program. In his two years are then nominated and
opinion, the welfare system is just elected. Before balloting is bea bunch of contradictions, because gun judges must be elected to
Congress then said that all mothers coipt the ballots. Nominations for
with kids could be made to go to delegates and alternates must rework. The individual's liberty and main open until 8:30 p.m. and the
freedom calls for different pro- balloting must remain open until
cess and procedure in each case. 9:00 p.m. to give latecomers the
He then called upon us to try to chance to participate. Resolutions
make democracy work because it on issues and candidates for Disis being tested. We have to demon- trict, State and National Officers
strate that we believe in liberty are adopted.
All voting for delegates and aland in the individual by part. cipating in the precinct caucuses ternates at GOP caucuses is done
by secret ballot. Each person can
next week.
A question and answer period vote for the total number of delefollowed the speech, in which Mc- gates to be elected.
Carthy tried to answer some quesLOCATION OF DFL CAUCUS
tions from the audience. In response to a question about Shirley
Democratic precinct caucuses
Chisholm's and George Mcare located at the followingplaces:
Govern's chances since they are Ward 1 - Precinct 1, Jefferson
the only other idealistic liberals, School, 1268 West 5th St.; Ward
McCarthy said, "Neither one is
1 - Precinct 2, Sauer Memorial
running well in the polls. If you Home, 1635 Service Drive; Ward
want to be pragmatic, I think I'm
1 - Precinct 3, St. Anne's Hosa better candidate."
pice, 1347 West Broadway; Ward
McCarthy also made it clear that 1 - Precinct 4, West Fire Stahe is not interested in the vice- tion; Ward 2 - Precinct 1, West
presidency for the Democrats, alRecreation Hall' Ward 2 - Prethough he did admit that the poscinct 2 and 3, Madison School;
ition has come a long way since
Ward 2 - Precinct 4 and Ward
the days that the vice-president
3-Precinct 1, Junior High School;
used to spend the winter in medWard 3 - Precinct 2, City Hall;
itation and the summer im conWard 3-Precinct 3, Central Eltemplation of nature.
ementary School; Ward 3- Precinct
In response to a question con4, Central Fire Station; Ward 4cerning law and order and bus
Precinct 1, St. Stanislaus School;
integration, McCarthy said that
Ward 4 - Precincts 2, 3, and 4,
surveillance was not the way to
Washington K. School. Villages in
approach law and order. As for
Winona County; Altura, Village
busing, that was prefectly in order.
Hall; Dakota, Fire Station; Elba
He feels it is necessary to proVillage Hall; Goodview, Village
vide equal education for the rich
Hall; Lewiston, Village Hall; Minn-

ing that he is in direct defiance
of the Constitution.
He also took somewhat of a
stand on the draft. He felt that
they should have been given amnesty in 1968, but now he does
not feel that it should be absolute
amnesty. He referred to Muskie
who was for amnesty after the
war, and who wants to forgive
himself for being wrong on the
war in '68. McCarthy thought that
maybe he should run for president after the war is over, too.
McCarthy is also against an all
volunteer army. He feels that today's army is totally unrepresentative. He said that the deferment of the college student
is "utter inequity and injustice."
He finally concluded by saying
that as this next election comes
closer we must bear in mind our
responsibilities. We are citizens
and we have the opportunity to
vote. "No matter how it turns
out, judgment will be passed on
the young in the country."

Precinct caucuses cont.
eiska, not listed; Minnesota City,
Village Hall; Rollingstone, Village
Hall; Stockton, Stockton School;
Utica, Lewiston Village Hall; St.
Charles, City Hall. Townships in
Winona County: Dresbach, Township Hall; Elba, Village Hall; Fremont, Lewistons Village Hall; Hart
Township Hall; Hilldale, Stockton
School; Homer Township Hall (Old
Brick School)-, Mount Vernon,
Township Hall; New Hartford,
Dakota Fire Station; Norton, Township Hall; Pleasant Hill, Township Hall; Richmond, Dakota Fire
Station; Rollingstone, Minnesota
City Village Hall; Saratoga, Township Hall; St. Charles, St. Charles City Hall; Utica, Lewiston
Village Hall; Warren, Lewiston
Village Hall; Whitewater, Township Hall; Wilson, Township Hall;
Winona, St. Mary's College: College Center; Wiscov, Farmer Union Hall.
LOCATION OF GOP CAUCUSFN
Republician precinct caucuses
are located at the following places:
City of Winona, Winona Township,
and Goodview, Winona Senior High
School; Altura, Norton, Mt. Vernona, Rollingstone, Rollingstone
Township, Minneiska and Minnesota City, Rollingstone Village
Hall; Stockton, Utica, Utica Township, Lewiston, Fremont, Hart,
Warren, and Hillsdale, Cly-Mar
Bowl, Lewiston; St. Charles, St,
Charles Township, Elba, Elba
Township, Whitewater, and Saratoga, St. Charles City Hall; Dakota
toga, St. Charles City Hall; Dakota,
Dresbach, New Hartford, Pleasant
Hill, Richmond, Wilson, Wiscov,
and Homer, New Hartford Town
Hall.

Hanlon to evaluate use of computer game
•

By Nancy Grams
Dr. J. William Hanlon, head of
the Department of Business Administration & Economics, Winona
State College, was recently awarded a research grant by the Joint
Council on Economic Education.
The grant is to be used in a
project designed to evaluate the
teaching effectiveness of Micromod, a computer game, developed by Dr. Hanlon for use in
the intermediate microeconomics
course.
The Joint Council on Economic
Education, based in New York,
is devoted to the promotion of
economic leteracy for all age
groups at all socioeconomic levDr. J. William Hanlon
els. Members of the Council include a cross section of United findings at a conference sponsorStates business, government and ed by the General Electric Foundation at Purdue University this
educational leaders.
Data for the project is to be June.
The computer programs for Micollected from eight colleges in
Indiana, New Jersey, Wisconsin cromod were written by Adolph
and Minnesota where the game is Nydegger, College of St. Theresa,
being used this school year. Dr. and Pauletter Cichon, Northern
Hanlon will report preliminary Illinois University.

Micromod is designed to give
students an understanding of economic concepts as they apply to
business firms. Students make decisions as business managers
competing with one another for
profits. Alternative business conditions are simulated in several
computer programs so the student
can see how the results of his decisions change as business conditions change. This unique method
of teaching has been made possible by recent extensive improvements in computer facilities at
‘Vinona State College, where students have constant access to high
capacity computers to aid studies
in business, economics, mathematics and other fields. Proponents argue that the use of
games and simulation in the classroom allows the future business
manager to make his management
mistakes in a simulated environment, this helping him to avoid
committing the same errors when
he obtains a "real-life" management position.
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Statement on CDC
representation
(Continued from page 1)
the composition of the elected groups
appeared to be somewhat on the conservative side.
c. In terms of the faculty election, in
particular, no doctorates were elected
to the committee (a group which now
composes some 45% of our faculty), and
no "new" people were elected (yet 60%
of our faculty have joined us in the last
four years), arts and sciences had disproportionately higher representation than
education. My answer to this was to endeavor to make appointments which would
make a good elected committee into an
even better one by covering as many of

these deficient areas as possible. Dr.
Boddy, who with her interest in civil
liberties and her work in the Minnesota
Civil Liberties Union, represents that
point of view, was my first appointment.
She also gives added representation to the
women as a group, and to the doctorate
holders as a group. Dr. Keill and Dr.
Dukes, my other two appointments, were
chosen because they are in the areaof education rather than arts and sciences, are
relative newcomers to the faculty, and represent the doctorate holders.
3. I chose not to be chairman of the
committee for the simple reason that I
felt the committee would arrive at a constitution more representative of faculty
and student interests if the chairman were
a faculty member. Mr. Gavan, who was
one of the members elected by the Senate,
and a person whose judgment and integrity
I fully respect, consented to be chairman.

Mr. •Amundson, my assistant, attends
meetings to maintain the necessary liaison
between the committee and my office.
4. Finally, a word regarding the muchdiscussed question of faculty and students
"participating equally" in college affairs.
Equal participation implies more the
stance from which participation takes
place, or the opportunity to voice opinions
and ideas without fear of reprecussion,
than it does to simple numerical representation. As far as the Constitution

Drafting Committee is concerned, it is
obvious that the student and faculty components could not have been equalized in
any event. If I had appointed two faculty
members and one student, the ratio would
still be six faculty members to five students. If I had appointed two students and

After being referred to the Student Seante, the Student Activities
Coordinating Committee, the Student Activity Fund, back to the
Student Activity Coordinating
Committee and finally back to the
Student Activity Fund Committee.
The Drama Activities organization was finally informed that they
will not receive $100 to cover expected expenses resulting from an
additional one night performance.
The time consumed from requests to other organizations by the
Drama organization covered nearly
two months in which they attempted, because of a reported exhausted
budget, to receive an added
"boost" to enable their performances to be shown one additional
night. The last performance was
Saturday night.
The Student Activity Fund Wednesday went on record to deny a
transfer from the Student Activity
Coordinating Committee to Drama

(Continued from page 1)
important project could be left with only
partial funds.
The time for student voices to be heard
is when the budget is being drawn up . . .
and even before!
An example of this can be drawn from the
procedures of United Funds throughout the
country. A U.F. community first of allhas
an Admission Committee. It is the function
of this committee to recommend to the U.F .
hoard of directors the acceptance or rejection of charities applying for membership.
After a charity has been accepted it then
submits a copy of its forthcoming annual
budget and how much money is needed from

political".
Last Thursday's memo said that the
president did not act until he was satisfied that the committee had acted in good
faith. It also stated that he and Dr. Warner advised Ethier to his right of appeal.
President DuFresne also said, "If I
had concluded that this was simply an example of campus politics of personal animosities I would, obviously, not have accepted the recommendation" to deny
tenure.

SAF denies drama $100
lowing recommendations:
*90% of the total amount of
monies available to the committee will be allocated and distributed to eligible organizations.
The committee shall normally
maintain a contingency reserve of
6% but never more than 10% or
never less than 2 1/2 % for the
current year of operation.
*All budgets and requests to the
committee must be made in writing and submitted to the chairman no less than 72 hours in advance.
*In
instances where commitments must be made in advance, such as the Concerts and

Lectures Committee, they may,
without requesting, encumber up
to 25% of the funds granted by the
approval of the annual budget effective August 1.
The Student Activity Fund will
hold its next meeting spring quarter, March 22, in 133 PAC.

This is the official list of
those elected in Wednesday's
Student Senate elections:
PRESIDENT
Bob Komoroslci 9, Jerome
Christenson 45, Lon Newman
53, Denny Bell 64, Steve Lindroth 192, Tim Penny 261,
Mike Kaehler 50, Dave Finnegan 22, others 8.
VICE-PRESIDENT
Jayce Ambrosen 269, 372
Steve Cahill, Haugger, B. 25

others 25.
Pat

committee.
Drama Activities is now expected to resubmit a line item budget
showing the Activity Fund how they
are going to pay for expenses

they previously thought would be
paid by someone else.
Charles Sane, director of Student Activities and advisor to SAC C
SACC and the Drama Activities
without the consent of the Student
Activity Fund Committee.
The Student Activity Fund Cornmittee, however, blew the whistle
Wednesday on this transfer of
money from organization to organization.
As a result of this mixup, the
committee passed unanimously a
resolution stating that all monies,
that may in the future have to be
transferred, must first have the
approval of the committee.
In other action, the committee
named a third person, student
Curt Ballman, tothe subcommittee
which is investigating the feasibility of permitting generated revenues to the "recycled" back to
the activity from where they arose.
It is not known when the subcommittee will be making its recommendation.
The committee, is reviewing
recommendations from the suucommittee on policies and guidelines, passed unanimously the fol-
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1. Currently students that student teach pay the Student
Activity Fee during the quarter of student teaching.
Should this fee continue to be charged during the quarter of student teaching?
2. Currently, the faculty and administrators are not
paying student activity fees and are allowed to attend
student activity fund programs. Should this be continued?
3. Currently the Student Activity Fund committee has a
membership of seven students, five faculty and one administrator. Should the voting members of this commitee be students only with the faculty and administrator
as non-viting representatives?
4. Currently students are requested to purchase a $15
Student Activity Fee Ticket each quarter. Should this
be optional; either pay the fee or pay admission at
each event?
5. Currently clubs and organizations must return admission receipts to the Student Activity Fund. Should
clubs and organizations, e.g., big name entertainment,
be allowed to retain these receipts for their future use?

— 1. be increased — 2. remain the same — 3. be lowered

Plain Fried Rice and Chicken Fried Rice
2 Chinese Dinners $1.80 — Includes, Pork Chow Mein,
Plain Fried Rice, Egg Foo Yung, Fortune Cookie.

879 West Fifth
452-9725

Yes No

— 4. be eliminated
7. Men's and women's Intramural Sports received $6,722,00 this
year. Should the amount of Activity Fund money received by men's
and women's intramurals (check one)

Pork Fried Rice and Egg Foo Yung
Now Featured: Egg Rolls!!!
ADDED TO MENU

The FUJI

CLAUDIA SAYRE
Sophomore candidate

— 1. be increased — 2. remain the same — 3. be lowered

12 Varieties of CHOW MEIN

was reportedly ready to allow a
transfer of budgets between the

a "new distribution of wealth".

6. Currently varsity intercollegiate sports (not including intramural sports) receives approximately 27.3% of the Student Activity Fund money ($37,281.00 of $136,453.00). Should the mount of
Activity Fund money received by varsity intercollegiate sports (check
one)

b loose

money from the Activity Fund

can change these policies and can work for

Student Senate tonight voted to have the following referendum in
conjunction with the senatorial elections tomorrow. This is the
referendum to be voted on:

Outcome

TREASURER
Lorna Cooper 243,
Dixen 425, others 18.

the U.F, to meet that budget. The Fund's
Budget Committee then decides to what
extent the Fund can actually help. Inmost
cases it is not the full amount requested.
The importance of the Budget Committee
cannot be overemphasized. It determines
how much money is to be spent and how it
is to be allocated.
We, the members of the student body,
through the influence of the Student Senate,

Activity Fund to be on the ballot

Election

Activities.
The refusal came after much
haggling over who should, if any-

one, be able to help out another
organization, that also receives

been six students to five faculty members.
The chairman doesn't vote.
The appointments were made in good
faith. I think it is a very good committee
and that it will do an excellent job of
writing a new constitution if we offer it
a maximum of patience and respect and
a minimum of harrassment and confusion.
In a speech which I heard a few weeks
ago, the president of aprivate college here
in Minnesota typified colleges in general as
"enclaves to articulate paranoia". Isuppose it would be too much to expect that
Winona State alone should transcend that
intellectual level, but if we can at least
keep it in check until the constitution has
been completed, we will have taken a giant
step.

Sayre examines activity fund

DuFresne:"Not political"
President DuFresne recently issued a
statement to faculty and staff members
contending that he did not make the statement to Robert Ethier that the action of
the Academic Promotion and Tenure Committee was political.
DuFresne told recipients of the memo
that "this statement was not made by me
to Mr. Ethier or anyone else at any time."
The denial stemmed from a sentence in
a recent Winonan which President DuFresne allegedly told Ethier "it must be

one faculty member, the ratio would have

Campus interviews set
NON-TEACHING
Monday, February 28-Kresge
Co., mariagr!rnent trainee program.
TuesJi. ;
icuary 29-Aetna Life
Insuralce Co., several career
areas.
Tuesd.Ly
'via: .- :11 7-Milwaukee
Road (duri ig vacation).
TEACHING

Monday, February 28-North St.
Paul SciF)ols.

Wednesday March 1-Dul.1 -_‘e,
schools,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
schools.
Thursday March 2 Eau Claire,
Wisconsins schools.
Friday March 10-St. Paul, Mn.,
schools (during vacation).
-

25c
CAR WASH

.."
..;

On Winona Street Between 2nd 1 3rd
Under the Bridge

•
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of Winona State College. Second class
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Press and Inter-Collegiate Press. Opinions expressed in the editorial columns
are those of the writer. Unsigned opinions are those of the editor and do not
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SAF affirms a good policy...
Critics of the Student Activity Fund
Committee (SAF), whose membership is
rising faster than prices, will be forced to
re-adjust their battle plans if they are
planning an attack on the basis of inconsistant policies and guidelines.
The critics, whose offensive will climax
tomorrow with a student referendum, may
well find themselves in the same boat as
the Democrats did when Nixon announced
the wage/price freeze on August 15.
The reason is that the committee finished approving last week's recommendations
from a student dominated subcommittee
that will update and make more clear the
guidelines under which it operates. The
long needed revision will serve as a catalyst between critics and supporters of
SAF.
The need for new policies, and the revitalization of old ones, was never demonstrated more clearly than last week when
SAF refused to allow a transfer of the Student Activities Coordinating Committee
(SACC), to the Wenonah Players to cover
the costs of an additional nights performance. However noble the request may
have been, the committee's refusal was
well justified.
The story goes like this: After the
Student Senate rejected in January the
Players' bid for $100 to cover janitorial
and costume rental expenses incurred with
an extra performance, SACC, according to
their minutes of January 31, said they would
transfer $100 from "Special Events" to the
P layers.
When members of SAF got wind of this,
they summoned the director of student activities to the meeting Wednesday to inform
him that such a transfer was illegal. It was

a violation of SAF guidelines.
He in turn told SAF that he was unaware
of the existence of such a guideline and
justified the transfer because SACC "was
just being a bunch of nice guys".
Even members of SAF admitted that problems like this, which incidently have
haunted them for years, have not been
handled soundly or consistently.
It is with this that the committee completed last week the ratification of some
fresh new guidelines which will help members and outsiders alike to become familiar with the policies of the committee.
Specifically, the committee has adopted
the following principles:
*It will continue to fund only clubs or
organizations whose constitution has been
ratified by the Student and Faculty Senate.
*It will not allow revenue generated from
certain activities (like basketball) to be returned to the organization from where it
arose.
*It will keep at least 2 1/2 percent contingency reserve.
*Anyone wanting to be heard at a meeting
must contact the chairman 72 hours before
the meeting.
*Organizations may encumber up to 25%
of the present budget for commitments for
the following year.
*Transfer of money from one SAF funded
organization to another is illegal unless
okayed by SAF.
This, of course, is not an exhaustive list
of the committee's policies (the committee
has not yet dealt with some of the more
pressing issues), but it serves to alert
us non-members that they are ridding
themselves of some of the more anachronistic policies under which they have been
operating.

...and reaffirms a bad one
One of the reasons the SAF has so many
critics, is the fact that the committee
seems to dole out the students' money with
little or no concern of how to alleviate the
fiscal burden. They tend to ignore a beneficial proposal when it is recommended.
The SAP' recently rejected one of those
beneficial measures believingthat it would
force some organizations to become selfsustaining. The rejected measure, of
course, would do nothing of the sort.
The proposal, which came from the student dominated subcommittee, recommended to the full committee that "receipts and revenues that result from
charges to non-holders of activity tickets
shall revert back to the Student Activity
Fund Committee but will be returned to
the activity from which they arose upon
the presentation and approval of a line
item budget for their use.
By a 5-4 vote the members rejected
it. With all the heat they're getting (and
we hope they get more) it is difficult to
ascertain why it was rejected. Indeed,
it is difficult to imagine a more useful
utilization of student monies.
A policy such as this could only create
a greater initiative on the part of the organization, which generates the revenue, to
better its product while at the same time
allowing for more monies to be disbursed
to organizations that, by nature, do not
have the potential to generate revenue.
This policy could have allowed all of

the varsity sports to purchase new equipment and the like.
This policy could have allowed music
activities to purchase new instruments
or permitted the purchase of new score
sheets.
This policy could have allowed the
Winonan to increase its advertising revenue, and thus, increase the scope and
coverage of campus news. Presently,
the advertising department of this publication has to stay within a $3,000 advertising revenue budget. Anything beyond
that figure must be returned to the SAF.
This proposal could have allowed the
Wenonah Players to purchase additional
lumber for stage settings, or better yet,
allowed for an additional nights performance.
But no, the committee didn't see it that
way. They preferred the "status quo"—
which, in this case, means the mess we're
in.
The committee can, of course, reconsider its action and allow for the return of
gate receipts. This principle of economic
investment is what has made American
business great. The approval of this policy
would allow organizations to make the best
better.
If the committee chooses to ignore this,
we hope that the students will raise hell
through the referendum to be voted on tomorrow.

Henry

Hull

How to curb the
student furor
There has been quite a little furor on
campus of late concerning tenure, constitutional change, and student participation.
In the past I have strongly stated, several
times why I believe in tenure, and I hope,
my plea for fair play in a number of areas
has been considered.
The last issue of the Winonan in both
letters and editorial had something to
say on the need for fair play and the right
to know. Now I strongly agree that these
two elements, above all are important.
Here are a few ideas we might think
about if we are not going to feel like a
Hebrew named David, who said, "My
heart is sore pained within me: and
the terrors o f death are fallen upon
me."
Obviously running an organization of
the size and complexity of WSC is in no
way easy but could a few of these ideas
help: ideas that have been around for a
long time.
One, try to follow the philosopher's rule
of THE GREATEST GOOD TO THE
GREATEST NUMBER, and at the same
time recognize the needs of all minorities.
Two, the right to know is critical in an
institution that is involved with knowledge
as its very reason for existence. Granting this open negotiation are critical.
The REASON SHY of decision making
should be told. Man has been wrestling

k

with the problem since the time of Clarence, the Cave Man, and even if the
knowledge out in the open may not materially help one, he will know that he has
not been the victim of someone's selfish
caprice.
Three, we must have a framework of
organization: of course, but try to build
that framework on a democratic base that
respects the essential dignity of the human
being. Publish everything connected with,
and publish it not in language of a specialized discipline, but in clear English like
that used by T. Jefferson, John Marshall
or A. Lincoln.
Four, remember the students!
Students are the reason we faculty have post-,
tions, or jobs if you like, this is a tax supported institution, but financial allocations
are connected with the number of students
who chose to come. Remember also that
many students are able to go only because
families really scrimp, save and deny to
send them. Remember, also, that many
students work and live lives of deprived
grim desperation just to go to our school.
In conclusion, I can say that Ecclesiastes,
the Preacher, stated the answer much better than I can. We can try to be fair and
open and honorable and understanding and
then, as Ecclesiastes said, "Far wisdom
is a defense, and money is a defense: but
the excellence of knowledge is, that wisdom
giveth life to them that have it."

Letters to the Editor

Be proud of Players' efforts
TO THE EDITOR:
Attending college theater can be a sometimes thing except, it seems, at Winona
State College. Again in their winter production, as in seasons past, the \‘enonah
Players under the supervision of Dorothy B. Magnus have shown that college
theater can be of extremely high calibre.
The performance Saturday night of two
fine one act comedies leaves one admiring
the quality of theater at Winona State.
The selection of the plays was itself a
master stroke. Two very different types
of wit, that of the master George Bernard
Shaw and the great Neil Simon, blended
to form a delightful evening of comedy,
well directed by student Mike O'Toole,
well staged and well acted.
The adaptation of two proscenium staged
plays into plays for the Open Arena Theater was in itself a quality job by Mike
O'Toole.
The subtlety of Shavian wit was finely
drawn in Shaw's "How He Lied To Her
Husband". The characterizations in this
period play of Aurora, who reveled in
her numerous conquests, her young and

bewildered latest conquest and the proud
and supremely confident husband were
expertly done by Miss Pat Vickery, Terry
Carlson and Bob Copeland.
Fitting themselves to the portrayals of
the harried, aging parents of a reluctant bride in "Visitor From Forest Hills"
from Neil Simon's "Plaza Suite" were
Mike Hostetler and Sue Johnson. It is
difficult enough to handle Simon humor and
put it across as well as they did, but
to have to add twenty five years to do so
and still give such fine performances
requires great skill. Don Harty, as the
prospective bridegroom, played his part
effectively enough to send chills down the
spine of any prospective father-in-law.
Janet Anderson played the reluctant bride
and lovely she was when she finally emerged from her hide-away.
The city of Winona and Winona State
College can be justly proud of the dramatic endeavors of the Wenonah Players
and their director, Dorothy Magnus.
Mrs. Walter P. Widen
Rochester, Minn.
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Bob Cullen

Health Service's birth control policy
Every full-time student at this college
pays five dollars every quarter to finance
the operation of the college Health Service,
yet we who pay are subjected to the personal prejudices cf the man hired to care for us.
I am, of course, referring to the refusal of
the Health Service Doctor to issue birth
control devices to unmarried college students.
Investigations are quietly being conducted as a prelude to the storm which is
going to break over this controversial subject. One problem though is that some students have already adopted defeatist attitudes, claiming that nothing ever changes
at Winona State.
Such negative attitudes do not correspond with actual fact. Policies can be
changed at Winona State. A short history
of the dormitory system at W.S.C. quickly
establishes the truth that policies can be
changed.
As a freshman in 1967-1968, we were
subject to a spreader-full of silly rules.
Most of us had had more freedom as high
school seniors. Once in college, we could
be punished fo r many minor offenses.
The demerit system was the going thing
in those days--demerits were issued for
practically anything--your bed was made

before 11:00 every day or yougot ademerit. Dirty windows, dirty mirrors, untidy
desks and half-full wastebaskets all merited the royal hand-slap.
But we were lucky compared to the women. Freshman girls were required tobe
in the dorms by 10:30 during the week,
while on the week-ends they were confined
in the dorm after 12:00. The upperclass
women had life considerably easier--they
could stay out until 11:30 during the week
and until the late,late hour of 1:00 on the
week-ends. The women were subjected
to all of the regulations the men were plus
such added niceties as being punished for
walking barefoot around the dorm or laY
ing outside the dormitory in abathing suit.
The punishment for accumulatingfifteen
demerits was the campus--a campused
student was required to be in his or her
room from 7:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. Some
dorms also required that a sign be hung
on the door, with the announcement, "I am
campused, no one is to visit with me."
Open houses were really a happening
in those days. We were allowed one Sunday
per month in which we could have girls in
our room--of course the door had to be
open and four feet had to be on the floor.

The students demanding the up-dating
of the Health Service must make their
demands known. Of course, a lot of
heated reactions will be slung around
and a lot of bad logic will be used to
justify the current set-up but most of
this can be easily ignored.
In demanding the change, you must be
intelligent. The idea is not to pass judgment on the doctor's medical practices.
Most students are ill-qualified to judge
a doctor's work, The point in question
is WHETHER OR NOT THE DOCTOR
HAS THE RIGHT TO DICTATE SOMEONE
ELSE'S PERSONAL LIFE. I say he
doesn't.
Winona State has modernized its dormitories and the current re-writing of
the college constitution will up-date many
other departments. The time has come to
also up-date the medical department.
Our health service should be able to
offer as many services as the health service of the University of Minnesota.
A fee should, of course, be charged
for contraceptives just as a fee is charged
for antibotics.
Intelligent action is all that is needed;
the impending storm need never occur.

Such regulations seem absurd today but
they did in fact exist a scant four years
ago. Their changing did not come easy.
Students advocating changes were subjected to all of the usual mud-slinging that
comes from established people who feel
their positions threatened. The students
who demanded the end to the pettiness were
repeatedly campused, dragged before the
Student Affairs Board and some were even
ejected from the dorm. I remember one
guy who was kicked out of the dorm because
he had a GIRL in his room three times!
Horror of Horrors!
It is a compliment to the housing officials that they did indeed change the regulations. The housing people made the
necessary changes, and, as a result, Winona State is one of the few state colleges in
Minnesota which has its dormitories filled.
But before those mentioned above break
their arms patting themselves, it must be
stated that considerable pressure was
needed before any changes were made.
THE PRESSURE WHICH FORCED THE
DORMITORY CHANGES IS THE SAME
KIND OF PRESSURE IT WILL TAKE TO
CHANGE THE ANTIQUATED POSITION
OF THE HEALTH SERVICE.
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TO THE EDITOR:

Thank you to BSU
TO THE EDITOR:
I want to commend the members of the
BSU for giving a fine presentation on
Tuesday night. Everyone in the audience
enjoyed the readings, skits, and music.

I think the BSU accomplished their purpose, of helping other people become more
familiar with black people, their history
and culture.
DARLYS TANNIEHILL

Objective support for Ethier?
TO THE EDITOR:
The student body of Winona State has
been confronted with an "opinion" survey
concerning tenure. It was distributed by
"Miss 415" in response to the Ethier controversy.
After a quick look at the "opinion" survey, one realizes it was not an "opinion"
survey at all. It was a blantantly loaded
questionnaire.
I am not aware of the reasons for Mr.
Ethier's tenure refusal nor is "Miss 415".
The question now becomes: Should one
fight alleged political maneuvering with
biased, one-sided, deceiving tactics? I
think not.
Disappointing as the survey was, I was
even more disturbed with the students who
let themselves be deceived and returned
the survey. The questions dealth with a
person's rights and not his professional
abilities; both should have been dealth with
in the survey.
Of course, the students who submitted
the survey came out in support of one's
rights, in this case Mr. Ethier's. Consequently, "Miss 415" can purport to show
the unity behind Ethier. But did the ques-

tionnaire take into account his professional
ability plus the fact that the non-administrative reviewal board unanimously supported the decision not to grant tenure?
Might Dr. DuFresne be withholding
specific reasons for Ethier's tenure refusal so as not to publicly harm Ethier's
professional and private reputation?
Personally, I wouldn't know, but it is a
legitimate question one should ask if one
is to be objective.
Watching several students complete the
"opinion" survey raised a broader question: Are these the people who made the
advertising industry so profitable? Deceit
and misrepresentation are common in our
society and objectivity is the only way to
cope with this.
Please understand, I am not supporting
the administration in this case, for it is
possible they may be at fault.
But to those who answered the "opinion"
survey: you were deceived; and to "Miss
415": You believe there has been an injustice done to Mr. Ethier. Don't fight
injustice with deceit.
DAVE OGRE N
Senior

Peace course offered
TO THE EDITOR:
A 4-credit seminar on Peace is being
offered during Spring Quarter by Prof.
Bob Collins at St. Teresa's College. There
will be a special registration procedure for
Winona State College students, who should
contact Prof. Byman in 113A Somsen (ext.
2050), or Prof. Kieselhorst in 206 Performing Arts Building (ext. 2122) before
Feb. 24. May we encourage all students

Blasts senate choice on lobbyists

consideration to this
to give serious
course, regardless of what your major
might be, and if you have any questions
or need further information, please feel
free to contact the undersigned.
DAN MESE LHORST
SEYMOUR BYMAN
RON FLINT
RON STEVENS
EMILIO DeGRAZIA

Last Monday, Feb. 14, the Student Senate
appointed two students to go to Washington,
D.C. as lobbyists. While there from March
22 through March 25 supposedly lobbying
for passage of Senate Bill 659, the Omnibus
Education Bill, they will have spent approximately $500 of your money.
It certainly is a shame to waste $500.
While the idea of lobbying for this bill is
laudatory, the Student Senate, in choosing
Mike Aymond and Wayne Peterson, wa::
:II advised. Neither person has had any
experience in this area.
Consequently, I do not feel that they will
play a very productive role in the effort
coordinated by the National Student Lobby

to get this bill passed.
In choosing these two senators as lobbyists, the Student Senate chose to ignore
the qualifications of two other students on
campus along with the interests of the
college.
These other two students had both worked in Washington D. C. last quarter, one
in the offices of Representative Albert
Quie, and the other in the offices of Senator Walter Mondale.
While there they had extensive contacts
with other national legislators and lobbyists, acquiring an intimate knowledge of
the legislative process, a knowledge which
could have been put to productive use.
Sincerely,
RUSS A MM.; E

The right to know
TO THE EDITOR:
I've heard the worn out cliche so many
times "students do have a voice on campus".
What happened to our student voice last
Wednesday when a survey on tenure was
sponsored by the Student Senate and inner
campus mail refused to send it to faculty
members?
The only reason given for this by the
clerk was "it might hurt some feelings".
There were no names mentioned in the

survey and it was a hypothetical case.
Could it be some people may develop, as
a result of reading such a survey, a tender conscience. . . ?
I've heard the worn Out cliche so many
times "the students are the campus".
Don't we have a right to know the opinions of the faculty as well as the students
about a tenure case? I have a right to
know and I'd like to demand that voice-a voice and a right I've been told I have.
WEND',' 1. PE'T'ERSON

Student gives facts on Ethier case
TO THE EDITOR:
The following is a list of facts in the
Robert 0. Ethier tenure case. There has
been much controversy on the issue. Here
are the facts and I'll let the readers decide
for themselves.
1. Robert 0. Ethier was employed and
then reemployed since 1968 (3 times). (It is
fair to assume that since he was rehired
that he satisfied his superiors.)
2. He was recommended for tenure by
his superiors. (Therefore, he must have
met their "standards".)
3. He had the qualifications set forth
by the State College Board rules (a degree;
and a period of service).
4. A faculty questionnaire gave his of-

fice high ratings in early i971, 131-:FOHE the
A P T committee acted.
5. No dissatisfaction was ever shown in
his performance by his superiors.

6. No reasons were ever given by the
committee for their actions in denying
tenure.
7. I-le was dismissed by a letter from Dr.
DuFresne (no reasons given).
8. On April 22, 1971 he appeared before
the A.P T. committee. In a letter to the
A P T. committee dated the same day, his
immediate superior AGAIN recommended
tenure.
THERE IT IS.

SHERRY YOKIEL
Sophomore
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Grapplers down Wartburg

Knocks
Knights

The Warriors completely manhandled the Wartburg
Knights here Saturday night as they handed them an
overwhelming 44-3 defeat. (Staff photo by Mike Abitz)

Warriors first in NIC
The Warriors will close out their
basketball season this week with
three conference encounters. Tonijht they travel to St. Cloud for
this last game on the road.
They will return home on
day as they play host to Moorhead State. Saturday night they

will host Bemidji State, the only
conference team that defeated the
Warriors. The Warriors are now
810 in conference play and in
first place.
The NAIA playoffs will begin
February 28 and continue through
March 3.

Winona's wrestlers snapped a
two game losing streak here Saturday as they overwhelmed Wartburg 44-3. The Warriors held a
44-0 lead going into the final match
of the night, but heavyweight Kevin
Immel dropped a 2-1 decision on
riding time advantage.
Scott Miller started it all off
for the Warriors as he racked up
a 12-5 decision over Mark Caputo
in the 118 pound class. Craig Bencke, the Warrior 126 pounder, added six more points to the boards
as he pinned Bob Wallace in 3:35.
134 pounder Dave Oland made it
two pins in a row as he managed to pick up in 3:48. John
Johnson, wrestling at 142, shutout
Rom Dillavou 8-0 as he gave the
Warriors an 18-0 lead. At 150
pounds, Kevin McClure picked up
the third fall of the night for the
Warriors as he pinned Bruce Eldreidge in 5:40.
Wrestling at 158 pounds, Jeff
Olson downed Fred Jensen by a
decisive 19-4 score. Dave Oelkers, wrestling at the 167 pound
slot once again for the injured
Bill Hitesman, won by a forfeit.
177 pounder Ernie Middelton picked up the Warriors fourth anf
ed up the Warriors fourth and
final pin of the night as he managed to throw Steve Reinig in 5:40.
John Bedtke, wrestling at 190,
decisioned Lowell Kuecker 14-4
to give the Warriors their 44 team
points of the evening.
In the heavyweight match, Kevin
Immel was defeated 2-1 on one

Wrangler thinks Americans
spend too much for clothes.
And Wrangler's doing
something about it.
They're giving you
what's so hard to get
these days. What
you pay for.

Wrangler'
w Jeans

point riding time advantage by
Gene Johnson.
The Warriors ended their dual
season with a 6-4-1 mark. They

A Team
Effort

will travel to St. Cloud on Wednesday for the conference tournament. The Warriors are termed
as favorites in the tournament.

Mike Urbach goes up for a jump ball as the rest of
the team looks on. Herschel Lewis, second Warrior
from the right, broke a school record with 51 points.
He also broke two conference records. Staff photo by
Mike Abitz)

Lewis's 51 sets
records, Warriors
down Mich. Tech
Herschel Lewis and the Warriors downed Michigan Tech 99-74
Friday night in basketball action
in Memorial Hall.
Lewis managed to set three
new records during the course of
the evening's action. Herschel first
of all made 21 field goals. That
broke an NIC record of 20 field
goals in a single game set back
in the 1956-66 season. His second conference record was that
of 42 field goal attempts. lie had
previously set a record with 36
against Southwest State. His third
record was only a school record,
but that was his 51 points in a
single game. He was 5 short of
a conference record in that department.
The game started out to be a
fairly even one. Within six minutes that Tech team had a three
point margin, but were unable to
hang on to it as the \1arriors put

ten straight points on the boards.
At the half they held a 49-38
lead.

In the second half,

Winona

jumped off to a quick start once
again, and managed 11 points to
only 4 for Tech in the first few
minutes. After the lead was built
up, they began feeding the ball
to Ilerschel Lewis and he just
kept on sinking them.
Gus Johnson also came close to
tying or breaking a conference
record as he hauled down 23 rebounds. The conference record
is 25.
Herschel Lewis, needless today,
led all scorers with 51 points.
Other Warriors who finished in
double figures were Roscoe Young
with 11, and (his .Johnson and Mel
Halbert with 10. Mike l . rbach chipped in with 9, Tom Bernstorf
contributed 6, and Tad Bothwell
finished ‘sith 2.
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'Children's Theatre'
entertains children
Ten stage performers who call
themselves the "Children's Theatre of the Mind" brought the Pied
Piper of Hamelin to 2,000 Winona
public school students Friday.
The students were all members
of Ms. Vivian Fusillo's oral interpretation class.
They performed before 350-450
children at each stop, according to
Ms. Fusillo of the WSC Speech Department.

AON

LEADERS NEEDED
FOR ORIENTATION
Applications are available
today through March 15 for
Fall 1972 Freshman Orientation Team Leaders. These
may be picked up in the Student Actvities Office in the
Student Union.
A listing of the leaders will
be posted on Monday March
26 in the Union. Attendance
will be mandatory at several
general meetings to be held
during the spring quarter.

FREMLING LECTURES
AT SCIENCE MEETING
IN ROCHESTER
A Winona State College biology
professor lectured at a meeting
of the Sigma Xi science research
fraternity Thursday in Rochester.
Dr. Clavin Fremling spoke on
"The Impact of Man on the Ecology of the Mississippi River" at
8:00 p.m. in Mann Hall, the Mayo
Clinic medical sciences building.
His lecture, covered pollution,
siltation, flooding, watershed mismanagement, the effects of past
channelization of the river and
future effects of the 12-foot navigation channel proposed by the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
Sigma Xi membership is limited to persons who have done
original research in science.
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FREE
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ROCCO'S PIZZA
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DOWNTOWN
TAKE-OUT OR
EAT HERE"

151 W 4 WINONA

The Committee on Tri-College
series at Winona's three colleges
announces that Leonard Rose, Cellist and international artist, will
present a concert at 8:15 p.m. tonight in the College of Saint Teresa
auditorium.
Rose, hailed by a NEW YORK
TIMES reviewer as a "Master Cellist" and acclaimed in Europe as
"the foremost cellist of his country", was born in Washington, D.C.
Critics agree that Rose belongs

to that select number of mucicians
who have successfully made the
transition from orchestral positions to virtuoso artist. Rose has
appeared countless times with virtually every symphony orchestra
and on every important concert
series throughout the United States
and Europe.
The Tri-College artist is acknowledged to be a master artistteacher and he is currently on the

Thurs. Feb. 24 9 to 2 p.m.
at the BOOKSTORE

three colleges. Art department fa-

culty members from thethree colleges will attend a supper meeting the college union at 7:00 p.m.,
Thursday, and at 12:00 noon Friday there will be a Dutch treat
luncheon for all interested students
in the union.
There are five categories for
the show: painting (oils, acrylics,
watercolors), three-dimensional
(crafts, pottery, sculpture), textiles (weaving, batik, etc.), drawing and design, and graphics.
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Your signature included absolutely free inside
each John Roberts ring purchased during Ring Days.
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20th Century Fox THE FRENCH
presents

CONNECTION
COLOR BY DE LUXE'

Classified Ads

IN THE GREAT TRADITION
OF AMERICAN THRILLERS.

7:15 7 9:15 $1.50
No one under 17 admitted
unless with an adult.

WALT DISNEY'S
FOR SALE:— '63 \ olkswagon, good

body, new engine. Call 4521417 after 6 p.m.
HELP ‘VANTED — 3 young ambitious men or women for high
paying part time work. Call Mr.
Krueger, Holiday Inn., Wed.,
Feb. 23.

and
the

Starts Tuesday:
"WHO IS HAR
RY KELLERMAN"

The Greatest Gooseflesh Thriller of All Time!

AM—FM SCOTT Cassette Ca5,seiver Dual 1215 turntable KLI1
speakers, excellent condition,
$425. Call 452-2830.
TWIN CITIES Free Apartment location service. Moving to the
Cities? We have apartments
in all locations. Pools, sauna,
party rooms, pets, etc. Short
term leases. Call Collect 612827-5867

T

7:15 - 9:15 Starts Wed.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

COUPON

One-Of-.--1 7/4/ kinArs A.01are-Of---111.7llel People
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Brewington wins
Bob Brewington, a psychology
major from Elton, Minn., was declared the winner in the 80th Speech
Round Table held in the Performing Arts Center Thursday evening.
Brewington's topic was "Drinking--Why?"
Other student winners in the
speeches to stimulate, convince or
move to action were Charles Merkel, Carmen Lutjen and Lauralynn
Swecker.
The 12 contestants were judged
by members of the graduate speech
correction class.
The Intramural Speech Activities Program is this year under
the direction of Dr. Brice Wilkinson and is student directed by
Duane Flemming.

,Julliard School faculty.
The concert is open to students,
faculty and staff of Winona's three
colleges and to the general public
as long as seats are available.
The program will include the
Fantasiestucke, Op. 73 by Schumann; the Sonata No. 2 in F Major by Brahms; the Suite No. 3
in C Major by J S. Bach, and the
Sonata for Cello and Piano by
Claude DeBussy.

RINGDAY SALE! SAVE $4.50

R:

ROCCO'S PUB & PIZZA —

Shown here from left to right are
performers Douglas Hamper, Rose
Kadera, Wendy Snyder. Nancy
Shurbring, Kim Mills, Scott Sandberg and Mary O'Neill.

Cellist performs at CST tonight

Kappa Pi holds art show
Kappa Pi art fraternity will
sponsor their 2nd annual All-Campus Juried Student Art Show in
Watkins hall art gallery February
28-March 17.
Judging will be by noted Minneapolis artist Syd Fossum, who
will spend three days on campus
(March 15-17) as guest artist.
The prize-winners will be announced March 15 at 3:00 p.m. in
the art gallery.
During his visit, Fossum will
devote most of his time to talk
sessions, lectures anddemonstrations.
He will be in the oil painting
room of Watkins hall on Wednesday, March 15, at 1:00 p.m.,
in the print room on Thursday
from 8:00-11:00 a.m. and again
at 3:00 p.m., and in the oil painting room on Friday at 9:00 a.m.
The 3:00 p.m. "open house"
session on Thursday will be open to
interested students from Winona's

The first show was directed by
Denny Bell and the second show by
Mike Hostetler and Wendy Snyder.
Music was furnished by Georgene
Yost on guitar and Valerie Sanders
on the flute,

The Original
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Winter productions at WSC
By Roxy Hanson
The Wenonah Players winter
production was met with great
audience approval last week. A
three day run was extended to four
with capacity crowds at the Dorothy B. Magnus Open State Theatre.
"How He Lied to Her Husband"
and "Visitor From Forest Hills
(Plaza Suite)" by twentieth century wits George Bernard Shaw
and Neil Simon, respectively, were
the two one-act plays directed by
Michael O'Toole and supervised
by Dorothy B. Magnus.
In Shaw's "How He Lied to Her
Husband," Terry Carlson portrayed the thin-skinned delicate Henry
whose love for Aurora was manifested in a folio of poetry. The
play centers around the behaviors
of Henry, Aurora, convincingly
played by Pat Vickery, and her
husband Teddy, (Bob Copland,
when the folio is lost.
The second play, "Visitor From
Forest Hi111s (Plaza Suite)" centered around the steps that Norma
(Sue Johnson)and Roy Hubley (Mike
Hostetler) take when daughter
Mimsey locks herself in the bathroom and refuses to go to her
wedding ceremony. The performance reaches a climax when Borden, the pansy-type groom,
enters briefly warning Mimsey
(Janet Anderson) too "cool it",
instantly defeating the desperate
attempts of her parents.
Both plays evoked much laughter, ranging from deep, belly
laughs to giggles and chuckles. In
itself, the wittiness of the play
was a challenge to the performers.
But the effective interpretation of
the strong, witty lines was, in
addition, graced with humorously
appropriate facial expressions.
Jacque Reidelberger was responsible for the scene designing and Vivian Fusillo was in
charge of costumes and make-up.

VISITOR FROM
FOREST HILLS
(PLAZA SUITE)
Norma (Sue Johnson) and Roy Hubley (Mike Hostetler)
are discussing the last minute fears of daughter Minsey
who won't come out of the bathroom to attend her
ceremony.

Behind

the scenes...

HOW HE LIED TO
HER HUSBAND
Henry (Terry Carlson) and Aurora (Pat Vickery)
think about the consequences of Teddy's relatives finding the folio of poetry.

Staff photos by
Bill Baxter

Mark Galchutt and Jacque Reidelberger are pictured
going over plans for constructing railings.
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Making sure the bending
supports are ready for set
reinforcing is Owen Schmidt.

Jacque Reidelberger is shown here at his drafting
board working on a drawing of set pieces.

Set trim is being worked on by Luett Rahn and Sally
Landsman.

